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Next FAQ How to protect yourself from the cold? Prev FAQ How to improve endurance/health? One of the weapons you will use in Zelda's legend: Breath of the Wild is the bow. Using it requires arrows. They are quite expensive to buy, so replenishing your ammo with various dealers can be frustrating. This section describes how to avoid
this and gain indexes during scouting. There is a trick to purchase a lot of arrows in a short time. Set the camera so that it is inalienable and collect the arrows of opponents. First, you need to find a large open space with riding enemies. This type of opponents shoots arrows in the direction of link. Get close to the enemies so they notice
you and immediately point the camera down, so see the hero from above. This will lead to the fact that opponents will always be missed, and you can quickly pick up the arrows from the ground. It is worth adding that this type of bokoblin has an unlimited number of shots, so you can quickly get a lot of arrows. But do not forget to stand still
and not move so that the enemies do not beat you. Another solution is to clean up bokoblin camps, except for shooters on the towers. Move the radius of your offensive zone, avoid the arrows and collect them later. In this case, however, you can get a limited number of arrows - each opponent has about 5-10 arrows at his disposal. Next
FAQ How to protect yourself from the cold? Prev FAQ How to improve endurance/health? FlagView History ancient arrow is the weapon of zelda legend: Breath of the Wild. Daggers, created using ancient technology, have been re-designated for use as loins. Very effective against Guardians.Additional Effects: Offers incredible damage to
the boss and guardian monster. Obliterates no boss/non-Guardian monsters along with any drops those no boss/non-Guardian monsters have. Most creatures, including lynels, will be removed from the world with a blue light flash - but they also won't drop any ingredients or substances when killed in this way. Hyrule Compendium #349
Share Ancient Arrow Breath of the Wild (2017) Akkala Ancient Tech LabHyrule CastleBeedle ArrowDeals Massive Damage Index created using ancient technology of ancient technology. To be struck by one must be sent to oblivion instantly. It deals with devastating damage even before patrons – Hyrule Compendium of Ancient Arrows
contains items from Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild. They are a type of arrow and ancient soldier gear developed by Sheikah Guardian scientist Robbie using ancient Sheikah technology. If any enemy at the boss or at the Guardian is struck by one, they will be blown into oblivion instantly, leaving no dropped items. Before patrons,
ancient arrows deal with particularly devastating damage, and a single arrow straight into the eye can immediately destroy almost any patron enemy. Patrons Still Drop Guardian Parts killed with one. The link can get ancient arrows by taking part in the side quest of Robbie's Research and restoring power to an ancient oven cherry lighting
furnace akkala in an ancient technology laboratory with the Blue Flame. Robbie also rewarded The Link with a free sample 3 ancient arrows to restore the power of the Cherry. Link can also get one from Beedle. One Ancient Arrow costs 90 rupees, 2 ancient screws, 1 ancient shaft, and 1 arrow. The three cost 250 rupees, 6 ancient
screws, 3 ancient shafts, and 3 arrows fiber. Five packages cost 400 rupees, 5 ancient springs, 5 ancient shafts, and 5 arrows. Ancient arrows are just not sacred armaments (master sword, bow of light, and Twilight Bow) that can harm the Dark Beast Ganon. The non-canon appearance of Super Smash Bros Ultimate Ancient Arrow and
Bow appears in Super Smash Bros Ultimate as the link final smash as it possibly fires the arrow enemies behind OHKO. Warning not canon: here ends with non-canonical information. See also Arrow Bomb Arrow Fire Arrow Ice Arrow Light Arrow Silver Arrow Shock Arrow Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless
otherwise stated. Shock arrows are the type of ammunition Zelda Breath of the Wild. They are perfect against enemies with weakness in lightning. Unfortunately, they can be a little hard to get. During the quest of God's Beast Vah Ruta, you have to get 20 shock arrows that are scattered around the Mountain of Applause. There's a very
dangerous Lynel out there. In this guide we will show you how to get shock arrows zelda breath of the Wild. Where to find the shock arrows Zelda Breath of the WildShock arrows God Beasts Vah Ruta QuestYou will need Zora armor to get up the applause mountain and start collecting arrows. The first dozen will be scattered on the
slopes, and the rest is in the arena where the vicious Lynel is waiting. You will not be able to defeat at this point. The best thing is to sneak around the arena, get behind it and pick up the rest of the arrows. If you have a secret drink, now is the time to use it. Make sure you take a lynel picture - you can cash it back into Zora's
Domain.Where to find lightning arrows If you need to shock arrows for some other purpose, you can buy them from several vendors. One of them is in the city of Gerud, in the south-west corner of the map. When you have an outfit that allows you to enter Garudo City, just walk up to the market and look for traders related to the arrows on
the west side of the market. It also offers lightning arrows and asks for 140 rupees per 10 bundle. If you have money issues, be sure to check out our rupee farming guide. Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild Crafting Guide to help you learn everything you need to know about collecting crafting materials and crafting weapons, food, potions,
and elixirs. Crafting in. The legend of Zelda is nothing new. LoZ: BotW, however, is wider than ever. Using ingredients found throughout Hyrule, Link can craft potions, elixirs, and different types of food. Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting is divided into three categories. Crafting LoZ: BotW is basically related to craft/modernization of
weapons and outfits. Cooking, on the other hand, involves processing potions, elixirs, and other food recipes to increase statistics. Finally, Link can also craft scrap. To perform by processing Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild, you need to collect by processing materials or processing ingredients. These materials can not be collected only
from all hyrule, but can also be obtained from defeating enemies. Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting For more help on Zelda Legend: Breath of the Wild, read our Weapons and Attires Places Guide and Cooking Guide. In our Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting Guide we detail everything you need to know about the locations of the materials
and the treatment of LoZ: BotW. Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting Food Materials Locations Acorn This item is used for cooking and can also be used for raw supplement +1/4 Heart. You can find this item next to the trees, but watch out for the squirrel stealing it away. Apple This item is used in
foods and can also be used for a green supplement ++ 1/2 Heart. You can also cook it in a craft Baked Apple, which complements +3/4 Heart. It is found on trees throughout Hyrule. Course Bee Honey This item is used for cooking and can also be used for raw supplement +2 Hearts. You can also cook it temporarily to increase the
maximum effect of heart and endurance recovery. It is found in hives throughout Hyrule. Endura Shroom This item is used in cooking and can also be used for a raw supplement +1 Heart. You can also cook it to gain extra stamina. Try to look near trees and rocks across Hyrule. Hearty Radish This item is used in cooking and can also be
used for raw supplement +2.5 Hearts. You can also cook it temporarily to gain maximum hearts. You should be able to find it all across the plains and wooded areas throughout Hyrule. Hearty truffle This item is used in cooking and can also be used for raw supplement +2 Hearts. You can also cook it temporarily to gain maximum hearts.
You should be able to find near trees, stumps, and even hollow trees. Hylian Shroom This item is used in cooking and can also be used for a raw supplement +1/2 Heart. You can also cook it to make Roasted Hylian Shroom which restores 1.5 Hearts. This item is usually found near trees and rocky plains. Spicy Pepper This item is used
for food can also be used for green supplement +1/2 Heart. You can also cook it to make food that increases your cold resistance. This item is usually found inside other houses, especially jars and pots. Stamella Shroom This item is used for cooking and can also be used for a raw supplement +1 Heart. You can also cook it to regain
increased endurance recovery. This item is usually found near trees, buildings and rocks. Steak This element is used in cooking and can also be used for a raw supplement +1 heart. You can also cook it to make a Seared Steak, which restores 1.5 Hearts. In order to collect it, it is necessary to defeat animals, such as boars. Bird meat
This item is used in the manufacture of cooking and can also be used raw supplement +1 Heart. Rushroom This item is used for cooking and can also be used for a raw supplement +1/2 Heart. You can also cook it temporarily to increase the speed of your movement. Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting Plants Local Blue Nightshade When
Cooked, Blue Nightshade allows you to increase your stealth performance. The plant is usually found near small aquifers. Hyrule herb When cooked, hyrule grass allows you to restore a few hearts. The plant is usually found in wooded areas, especially near the rocks. You can also consume it green to complement +1 Heart. Zelda:
Breathing wild by processing insects and animal places in frogs can use this monster parts to concoct the speed of movement by increasing the drink. Hightail Lizard You can use this with monster parts in order to make an elixir that increases your speed of movement. You should be able to find it during the day, near rocks and trees.
Restless cricket you can use this monster parts in order to make an elixir that increases your overall stamina. You should be able to find at night in wooded areas and plains. Sizzlewing butterfly You can use this monster parts in order to make an elixir that increases your resistance to the cold. You should be able to find near trees in
simple areas. Twilight Firefly You can use this monster parts in order to make an elixir that increases its stealth effectiveness. You can find either at night or hide in shades during the day. Zelda: Breathing wild by processing monster parts in places in ancient bolt It can be found inside rusty remains of hyrule or defeat machines as patrons.
Ancient Spring It can be found inside rusty remains of Hyrule or defeat machines as patrons. Bokoblin Fang This is acquired from the night of defeating Stal-Bokoblins. You can not eat raw, but can cook it with insects / animals to make something useful. Bokoblin Horn This is gotten out of defeat by Stal-Bokoblins at night. You can not eat
raw, but can cook it with insects / animals to make something useful. Chuchu Jelly As the name suggests, you need to defeat Chuchu in order to find this ingredient. Ice Keese Wing In order to find him, you need to defeat Ice Keese in the mountain Night. Keese Eye If you're lucky, you may encounter Keese inside the cave at night. Keese
Wing If Lucky you may encounter Keese inside the cave at night. It can be used in combination with animals / insects for elixirs. White Chuchu Jelly To find this item, you need to defeat white chuchu near the icy mountains. Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting Various Items locations in Flint This item is located inside the cave and near the
rocks. You can use it together with firewood to start a fire or strike near flammable objects to quickly start a fire. This guide is currently running. There are many other materials that we will add to the guide in the coming days. That's all we have in our Zelda: Breath of the Wild Crafting Guide. If anything else you would like to add, please let
us know in the comments section below! Below!
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